ACROSS
1 Secured, in a way 98 "The Marvelous __ Maisel"
2 Quick inhalation 99 Bioengineered food source, briefly
6 Boy detective 100 Fashion
10 Stitched loosely 101 First name of boy detective
16 Morsel 102 Encyclopedia Brown
19 Short digestion 103 Night noise
20 Layered snack 104 Garlicky mayo
21 Slide subject 105 Apple variety
22 Written tribute 106 Rooster?
23 Sail (through) 115 Selfie taken by a financial professional?
24 Connections 119 Early spring flower
25 Milwaukee slugger who keeps striking out? 120 Fast Amtrak train
26 Put an album up for auction? 121 Oil field sight
30 Actor Neeson 122 Scandinavia locale
31 Vuitton of fashion 123 Motorcyle vehicle
32 Start of the Common Era 124 Gorge
34 Senses 125 Draft selection?
35 Fuel addictive brand 126 Gawks
38 Bus. letters 127 What "T" stands for in video game ratings
39 ¿Qué pasa? 128 Sorts
41 Reception problem 129 "___ es Salam"
43 Manage, as an art exhibit 130 "Modern Love" singer David
45 Home of BTS 131 "La Vie en Rose" singer Edith
47 Put back 132 "Short-lived Ford model"
51 Sitting upon 133 Pitched well?
52 Animal hospital amenity? 134 Managed somehow
56 Relocated 135 "Dracula" and "Frankenstein"
58 Venomous snake 136 Hanna of "Roxanne"
59 Iridescent gem 137 Laurence who played Pops on "Black-ish"
60 Super Bowl 138-139 "With 74-Across, 2021 and 2022"
61 Part of GDP 140 Collection of love poems by Ovid
63 Cardiff's country 141 BLT part
65 Scuffle 142 "Football targets"
66 Robbery involving a diamond? 143 Metric wts.
70 "Cat's in the Cradle" singer 144 "Moonstruck" Oscar winner
74 See 13-Down 145 "Half doodle-
75 Guts 146 Twin of Artemis"
80 Prefix meaning "sun" 147 "Sees red?"
81 Michael who plays Luis in the "Ant-Man" movies
82 Geological span 148 "Draft selection?"
84 Supply with gear 149 "Ivy League school"
85 C-suite member who shreds on the half-pipe? 150 "Ivy League school"
90 Tropical tango 151 "Ivy League school"
91 Accumulates, as debt 152 "Ivy League school"
92 Trojan War epic 153 "Ivy League school"
93 Functional 154 "Ivy League school"
95 Maine-based retailer since 1912 155 "Ivy League school"
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